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Abstract: Recent years have witnessed a new trend on building ontology-based question answering systems, that is to use semantic
web information to provide more precise answers to users’ queries. However, these systems are mostly designed for English,
therefore, we introduce in this paper such a system for Vietnamese, that is, to the best of our knowledge, the first one made for
Vietnamese. Different from most of previous works, we propose an approach that systematically builds a knowledge base of
grammar rules for processing each input question into an intermediate representation element. Then we take this element with
respect to a target ontology by applying concept-matching techniques for returning an answer. Experimental results show that
the performance of the system on a wide range of Vietnamese questions is promising with accuracies of 84.1% and 82.4% for
analyzing question and retrieving answer, respectively. Furthermore, our approach to the question analysis can easily be applied
to new domains and new languages, thus saving time and human effort.
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1. Introduction

The availability of online information accessible to
human users often requires more support from ad-
vanced information retrieval technologies to obtain ex-
pected information. This brings new challenges to the
construction of information retrieval systems such as
search engines and question answering (QA) systems.
Most current search engines take an user’s query and
returns a ranked list of related documents that are then
scanned by the user to get the desired information.
In contrast, the goal of QA systems is to give exact
answers to the users’ questions without involving the
scanning process. It is also desirable to allow users to
specify questions using natural language expressions
rather than the keyword-based approach.

In general, an open-domain QA system aims to
potentially answer any user’s question, whereas a
restricted-domain QA system only handles questions
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related to a specific domain. Specifically, while tra-
ditional restricted-domain systems make use of rela-
tional databases to represent target domains, the recent
ones utilize knowledge bases such as ontologies as tar-
get domains [28] to take advantages of recent advances
in semantic web. Thus, semantic markups can be used
to add meta-information to provide precise answers to
complex natural language questions. This is an avenue
which has not been actively explored for Vietnamese.

In this paper, we introduce a knowledge-based QA
system for Vietnamese (KbQAS), the first ontology-
based QA system for Vietnamese. Our KbQAS sys-
tem consists of question analysis and answer retrieval
components. The front-end question analysis compo-
nent uses a knowledge base of grammar rules for pro-
cessing input questions, the back-end answer retrieval
component is responsible for making sense of the input
query with respect to a target ontology. The association
between these two components is an intermediate rep-
resentation element which contains some properties of
questions: construction type, category, keywords and
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semantic constraints between them for capturing the
semantic structure of the question.

The key innovation of our system propose a knowl-
edge acquisition approach for systematically construct-
ing a knowledge base for analyzing natural language
questions. To translate a natural language question into
an explicit representation in QA systems, most previ-
ous works so far have used rule-based approaches to
the best of our knowledge. Owing to their representa-
tion complexity and the variety of question-structure
types, manual creation of rules in an ad-hoc manner
is very expensive in terms of time, effort and error-
prone. For example, many rule-based methods such
as to handle English questions [25], to process Viet-
namese questions presented in our first KbQAS ver-
sion [34] manually define a list of pattern structures
to analyze questions. As rules are created in an ad-hoc
manner, those approaches share common difficulties
in managing the interaction between rules and keeping
consistency among them. In our approach, however,
we utilize Single Classification Ripple Down Rules
(SCRDR) [8,45] knowledge acquisition methodology
to acquire rules in a systematic manner where the con-
sistency between rules is maintained and the unin-
tended interaction among rules is avoided. Our method
allows an easy adaptation to a new domain and a new
language and saves a lot of time and effort of human
experts.

The paper is organized as follows: we revise related
works in section 2. We describe our overall system ar-
chitecture and our knowledge acquisition approach for
question analysis in section 3 and section 4, respec-
tively. We evaluate our KbQAS system in section 5.
The conclusion will be presented in section 6.

2. Short overview of question answering

2.1. Open-domain question answering

The goal of an open-domain QA system is to au-
tomatically return an answer for every natural lan-
guage question [18,62,29]. For example, such systems
as START [20], FAQ Finder [6] and AnswerBus [66]
try to answer questions over the Web. START uses
natural language annotations to extract answers in the
use of subject-relation-object form whilst AnswerBus
combines 5 search engines and dictionaries to extract
Web pages related to input factoid questions and then
returns the most suitable sentences containing answers.
Using frequently-asked question files as its knowledge

base, meanwhile, FAQ Finder’s goal is to identify the
similarity between user questions and question/answer
pairs from FAQ files. Question-paraphrase recognition
is then considered as one of the important tasks in QA
with many proposed approaches based on statistics,
machine learning as well as knowledge representation
and reasoning as mentioned in [5,19,46,65].

Since aroused by the QA track of the Text Re-
trieval Conference [58] and the multilingual QA track
of CLEF [40], there is a dramatic increase in the num-
ber of open-domain QA systems from the information
retrieval perspective [21]. For instance, Falcon [17]
adapting the similar architecture of its ancient Lasso
system [32] achieved the highest results in the TREC-
9 QA competition [56] at 58% for short answers and
78% for long answers. The innovation of Falcon fo-
cused on proposing a methodology for boosting knowl-
edge in exploiting WordNet [14]. In the QA track of
TREC 2002 [59], PowerAnswer [31] was cited as the
most powerful system with the result at 85.6% ob-
tained by relying on a deep linguistic analysis.

2.2. Traditional restricted-domain question
answering

Traditional restricted-domain QA systems usually
linked to relational databases are called natural lan-
guage interfaces to databases. A natural language in-
terface to a database (NLIDB) is a system that allows
the users to access information stored in a database
by typing questions using natural language expressions
[2]. In general, NLIDB systems focus on converting
input question into an expression in the correspond-
ing database query language. For instance, Sneiders
[48] presented a NLIDB system where the input is
converted into SQL query by using defined templates
that contain entity slots – free space for data instances
representing the primary concepts of the question. In
syntactic-based NLIDB systems, the user’s question
is syntactically transferred into a parsed tree, and the
tree is directly converted into an expression of some
database query language. LUNAR [63] is a typical ex-
ample of this approach. However, it is difficult to cre-
ate translating rules that will directly transform the tree
into the query expression.

Later NLIDBs as Planes [60], Eufid [50], C-Phrase
[30], the system proposed by Nguyen and Le [33] use
semantic grammar to analyze questions. These sys-
tems still respond to users’ questions by parsing the
input into a syntax tree and mapping the tree to a
database query, in which the semantic grammar’s cat-
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egories do not correspond to syntactic concepts [2].
Semantic grammars consist of hard-wired knowledge
orienting specific domain, hence, those NLIDB sys-
tems need to develop new grammars whenever port-
ing to new knowledge domains. For example, the PRE-
CISE system [44] maps the natural language question
to an unique semantic interpretation by analyzing some
lexicons and semantic constraints. PRECISE showed a
high precision of about 80% for a list of hundreds En-
glish questions. However, PRECISE requires all tokens
in input questions to be distinct and appear in its lexi-
con. Stratica et al. [49] described a template-based sys-
tem to translate the English question into SQL query
by matching the syntactic parsed tree of the question
with a set of fixed semantic templates.

Additionally, systems like TEAM [27] and Masque/sql
[1] use semantic information to analyze questions by
utilizing syntactic-semantic interpretation rules driv-
ing logical forms. These systems firstly transform
the input into an intermediate logical expression of
high level world concepts without any relation to the
database structure. The logical expression is then con-
verted to an expression in the database query language.
The use of logic languages is to possibly adapt to other
domains as well as different query languages [47].
Meanwhile, there are many open-domain systems also
using logical forms to process input questions such as
in [31,54,15,13,23].

2.3. Ontology-based question answering

Considered as a knowledge representation of a set
of concepts and their relations due to a specific do-
main, an ontology could provide semantic information
to solve ambiguities, interpret and answer user ques-
tions in terms of QA [24]. Discussion on an approach
to possibly build an ontology-based QA system can be
found in [4]. The approach was then applied to con-
struct the MOSES system [3] in focusing on question
analysis. Following is some typical ontology-based QA
systems.

Aqualog [25] performs semantic and syntactic anal-
ysis of the input question through the use of process-
ing resources provided by the GATE framework [9]
including word segmentation, sentence segment, part-
of-speech tagging. When a question is asked, the task
of its Linguistic Component is to transfer the natu-
ral language question to a Query-Triple with the fol-
lowing format (generic term, relation, second term).
Through the use of JAPE grammars in GATE, Aqua-
Log identifies terms and their relationship. The Rela-

tion Similarity Service in Aqualog uses Query-Triples
to create Onto-Triples where each term in the Query-
Triples are matched to elements in the ontology by
using string-based comparison methods and WordNet
[14]. Evolving from AquaLog system, PowerAqua sys-
tem [26] directs to the open-domain case by combin-
ing knowledge from various heterogeneous ontologies
autonomously created on the Semantic web. Following
Aqualog model, meanwhile, PANTO [61], relying on
the statistical Stanford parser to produce a parse tree of
an input natural language question, maps the input to
query-triples. The query-triples are then translated into
Onto-triples with the help of a lexicon of all entities
extracted out of a given target ontology enlarged with
WordNet synonyms. Finally, Onto-triples with poten-
tial words educed from the parse tree are used to pro-
duce SPARQL queries to the ontology.

Also, using the GATE framework, QuestIO [10]
recognizes concepts inside an input question through
gazetteers. Then QuestIO retrieves potential relations
between identified concept pairs before ranking them
due to the similarity, distance and specificity scores,
and then dynamically creates formal queries such as
SeRQL or SPARQL based on identified concepts and
ranked relations. FREyA [11] is the successor to Ques-
tIO, allowing users to enter questions in any form and
involving the users to resolve ambiguities through a
dialog if necessary. In ORAKEL [7], wh-questions
are converted to F-Logic or SPARQL queries by us-
ing domain-specific Logical Description Grammars.
Although ORAKEL supports compositional semantic
constructions and obtains a good performance, it in-
volves a customization process of domain-specific lex-
icon. Pythia [52] relies on the use of ontology-based
grammars generated from Lexicalized Tree Adjoining
Grammar tree to be able to process linguistically com-
plex questions. However, Pythia requires a manually
created lexicon. Another interesting work over linked
data as detailed in [53] also proposed an approach
to convert syntactic-semantic representations of input
natural language questions to SPARQL templates.

2.4. Question answering and question analysis for
Vietnamese

Turning to Vietnamese question answering, Nguyen
and Le [33] introduced a NLIDB system in Vietnamese
employing semantic grammars. Their system includes
two main modules: QTRAN and TGEN. QTRAN
(Query Translator) maps a natural language question to
an SQL query while TGEN (Text Generator) generates
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answers based on the query result tables. QTRAN uses
limited context-free grammars to analyze the user’s
question into a syntax tree via CYK algorithm [64].
The syntax tree is then converted into an SQL query
by using a mapping dictionary to determine names of
attributes in Vietnamese, names of attributes in the
database and names of individuals stored in these at-
tributes. TGEN module combines pattern-based and
keyword-based approaches to make sense of the meta-
data and relations in the database tables in order to
generate answers.

Our first KbQAS conference publication [34] re-
ported a hard-wire approach to convert a Vietnamese
natural language question into an intermediate repre-
sentation element which is then used to extract the cor-
responding elements from the target ontology for re-
turning the answer. Phan and Nguyen [43] later de-
scribed a method to map Vietnamese questions into
triple-like of Subject, Verb and Object in utilizing
JAPE rules. Subsequently, Nguyen and Nguyen [35]
presented another ontology-based QA System for Viet-
namese, where keywords in a user’s query are deter-
mined by using pre-defined templates and then pro-
ducing SPARQL query to retrieve triple-based answer
from ontology. In addition, Tran et al. [51] described
the VPQA system to answer person name-related ques-
tions. Besides, Nguyen et al. [39] presented another
Vietnamese NLIDB system, in economic-survey-data
domain, using JAPE grammars for converting input
questions into queries in R language to extract answers.

3. Our Question Answering System KbQAS

Figure 1 shows the architecture of our system which
contains two components: the Natural language ques-
tion analysis engine and the Answer retrieval.

Figure 1. System architecture.

The question analysis component consists of three
modules: preprocessing, syntactic analysis and seman-

tic analysis. It takes the user question as an input and
returns an intermediate element representing the ques-
tion in a compact form. The role of this intermedi-
ate representation is to provide structured information
about the input question for later processing as in re-
trieving answers.

The answer retrieval component includes two main
modules: Ontology Mapping and Answer Extraction.
It takes an intermediate representation produced by the
question analysis component and an Ontology as its
input to generate semantic answers.

3.1. Intermediate Representation of an input question

Unlike Aqualog [25], the intermediate representa-
tion in our system is used to cover a wider variety of
question types. It consists of a question-structure and
one or more query-tuples in the following format:

(sub-structure, question-category, Term1, Rela-
tion, Term2, Term3)

where Term1 represents a concept (object class),
Term2 and Term3, if exist, represent entities (objects
or instances) excluding the cases of question-structures
Definition and Compare. The Relation (property) is a
semantic constraint among terms in the question.

This representation is aimed to capture the seman-
tic of question. We define the following question-
structures: Normal, UnknTerm, UnknRel, Definition,
Compare, ThreeTerm, Clause, Combine, And, Or, Af-
firm, Affirm_3Term, Affirm_MoreTuples and ques-
tion categories: HowWhy, YesNo, What, When, Where,
Who, Many, ManyClass, List and Entity as described
in Appendixes A and B, respectively.

Simple questions only have one query-tuple and its
question-structure is the sub-structure of the tuple.
Complex questions such as composite questions have
several sub-questions, where each one is represented
by a separate tuple, and the question-structure captures
this composition attribute. Composite questions such
as:

“Phạm Đức Đăng học trường đại học nào và được
hướng dẫn bởi ai?”

Which university does Pham Duc Dang study in and
who tutors him?

having question-structure of type Or with two
query-tuples where ? represents a missing element:
(Normal, Entity, trường đại họcuniversity, họcstudy ,
Phạm Đức ĐăngPham Duc Dang, ?) and (UnknTerm,
Who, ?, hướng dẫntutor, Phạm Đức ĐăngPham Duc

Dang, ?).
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Figure 2. Illustrations of question analysis and question answering.

The intermediate representation element is designed
so that it can represent various types of question.
Therefore, such attributes as Term or Relation in the
query-tuple can be missing. For example, a question
has question-structure Normal if it has only one query-
tuple and Term3 is missing.

3.2. An illustrative example

For demonstration1 and evaluation purposes, we
reuse an ontology which models the organizational
system of the University of Engineering and Tech-
nology, Vietnam National University, Hanoi [38]. The
ontology contains 15 concepts like “trườngschool”,
“giảng viênlecturer”, “sinh viênstudent”, 17 attributes
or relations such as “họcstudy”, “giảng dạyteach”, “là
sinh viên củais student of” and 78 instances as de-
scribed in our first KbQAS version [34].

Given a complex-structure question:
“Liệt kê tất cả sinh viên học lớp K50 khoa học máy

tính mà có quê ở Hà Nội?”

1The KbQAS is available at http://150.65.242.39:8080/KbQAS/
with intro video on YouTube at http://youtu.be/M1PHvJvv1Z8

“List all students studying in K50 computer science
course, who have hometown in Hanoi?”

The question analysis component determines that
this question has question-structure And with two
query-tuples (Normal, List, sinh viênstudent, họcstudy ,
lớp K50 khoa học máy tínhK50 computer science course,
?) and (Normal, List, sinh viênstudent, có quêhas
hometown, Hà NộiHanoi, ?).

Query-tuples are mapped to ontology-tuples by the
Ontology mapping module in the Answer retrieval
component: (sinh viênstudent , họcstudy , lớp K50 khoa
học máy tínhK50 computer science course) and (sinh
viênstudent , có quêhas hometown , Hà NộiHanoi). With
each ontology-tuple, the Answer Extraction module
finds all satisfied instances in the ontology, and then
generates an answer based on the question-structure
And and the question category List. Figure 2 shows the
returned answer.

3.3. Natural language question analysis component

Natural language question analysis component is the
first component in any QA system. When a question
is asked, the task of the component is to translate the
natural language question to an intermediate represen-
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tation of the input question, which is utilized in the rest
of the system.

KbQAS makes the use of the JAPE grammars in
the GATE framework [9] to specify regular expression
patterns based on semantic annotations for question
analysis, in which existing linguistic processing mod-
ules for Vietnamese including Word Segmentation,
Part-of-speech tagging [41] are wrapped as GATE
plug-ins. The results of the modules are annotations
capturing information such as sentences, words, nouns
and verbs. Each annotation has a set of feature-value
pairs. For example, a word has a “category” fea-
ture storing its part-of-speech tag. This information
can then be reused for further processing in subse-
quent modules. New modules of preprocessing, syn-
tactic analysis, and semantic analysis are specifically
designed to handle Vietnamese questions using pat-
terns over existing linguistic annotations.

3.3.1. Preprocessing module
The preprocessing module generates TokenVn anno-

tations representing a Vietnamese word with features
as part-of-speech as displayed in figure 3. Vietnamese
is a monosyllabic language; hence, a word may con-
tain more than one token. However, the Vietnamese
word segmentation module is not trained for question
domain. There are words or word-phrases which are
indicative of the question categories such as “phải
khôngis that|are there”, “là bao nhiêuhow many”,
“ở đâuwhere”, “khi nàowhen”, “là cái gìwhat”.
In this module, we identify those and mark them
as single TokenVn annotations with corresponding
“question-word” feature and its semantic categories
like HowWhycause | method, Y esNotrue or false,
Whatsomething , Whentime | date, Wherelocation,
Manynumber, Whoperson. In fact, this information
will be used in creating rules in the syntactic analysis
module at a later stage.

Figure 3. Examples of TokenVn annotations.

In addition, we marked phrases that refer to compar-
ative phrases (such as “lớn hơngreater than” “nhỏ hơn
hoặc bằngless than or equal to” . . . ) or special-words
(for example, abbreviation of some words on special-
domain) by single TokenVn annotations.

3.3.2. Syntactic analysis
This module is responsible for identifying noun

phrases and the relations between noun phrases. The
different modules communicate through the annota-
tions, for instance, this module uses the TokenVn anno-
tations which are the output of the previous module.

Table 1
JAPE grammar for identifying Vietnamese noun phrases

( {TokenVn.category == “Pn”} )? Quantity pronoun
( {TokenVn.category == “Nu”} | Concrete noun

{TokenVn.category == “Nn”} )? Numeral noun
( {TokenVn.string == “cái”} | “cáithe”

{TokenVn.string == “chiếc”} )? “chiếcthe”
( {TokenVn.category == “Nt”} )? Classifier noun
( {TokenVn.category == “Nc”} | Countable noun

{TokenVn.category == “Ng”} | Collective noun
{TokenVn.category == “Nu”} |
{TokenVn.category == “Na”} | Abstract noun
{TokenVn.category == “Np”} )+ Proper noun

( {TokenVn.category == “Aa”} | Quality adjective
{TokenVn.category == “An”} )? Quantity adjective

( {TokenVn.string == “này”} | “nàythis; these”
{TokenVn.string == “kia”} | “kiathat; those”
{TokenVn.string == “ấy”} | “ấythat; those”
{TokenVn.string == “đó”} )? “đóthat; those”

Concepts and entities are normally expressed in
noun phrases. Therefore, it is important that we can
reliably detect noun phrases in order to generate the
query-tuple. Based on the grammar of Vietnamese lan-
guage [12], we use the JAPE grammars to specify pat-
terns over annotations as shown in Table 1. When a
noun phrase is matched, an annotation NounPhrase
is created to mark up the noun phrase. Moreover, its
“type” feature is used to identify the concept and en-
tity that are contained in the noun phrase using the fol-
lowing heuristic:

If the noun phrase contains a single noun (not in-
cluding numeral nouns) and does not contain a proper
noun, it contains a concept. If the noun phrase contains
a proper noun or contains at least three single nouns, it
contains an entity. Otherwise, concepts and entities are
determined using a manual dictionary. In this step, a
manual dictionary is built for describing concepts and
their corresponding synonyms in the Ontology.
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Figure 4. Examples of question-structure patterns.

In addition, the question-phrases are detected by
using noun phrases and question-words identified by
the preprocessing module. QuestionPhrase annota-
tions are generated to cover question-phrases with a
corresponding “category” feature which gives infor-
mation about question categories.

The next step is to identify relations between noun
phrases or noun phrases and question-phrases. When
a phrase is matched by one of the relation patterns, an
annotation Relation is created to markup the relation.
We use the following four patterns to identify relation-
phrases:

(Verb)+
(Noun Phrasetype==Concept)
(Preposition)(Verb)?
(Verb)+((Preposition)(Verb)?)?
((“cóhave|has”)|(Verb))+
(Adjective)
(Preposition)
(Verb)?
(“cóhave|has”)
((Noun Phrasetype==Concept)|(Adjective))
(“làis|are”)

For example, with the following question as referred
to the first question in figure 4:

“liệt kê tất cả các sinh viên có quê quán ở Hà Nội?”
(“list all students who have hometown in Hanoi?”)

[QuestionPhrase: liệt kêlist [NounPhrase: tất cả
các sinh viênall students]] [Relation: có quê quán
ởhave hometown in][NounPhrase: Hà NộiHanoi]

The phrase “có quê quán ởhave hometown in” is the
relation phrase linking the question-phrase “liệt kê tất
cả các sinh viênlist all students” and the noun-phrase
“Hà NộiHanoi”.

3.3.3. Semantic analysis module
This module aims to identify the question-structure

and produce the query-tuples as the intermediate rep-
resentation (sub-structure, question-category, Term1,

Relation, Term2, Term3) of the input question using the
annotations generated by the previous modules. Ex-
isting NounPhrase annotations, and Relation annota-
tions are potential candidates for terms and relations
respectively, while QuestionPhrase annotations cover-
ing matched question-phrases are used to detect the
question-category.

In the first KbQAS version [34], following Aqua-
log [25], we developed an ad-hoc approach to detect
question patterns and then use the patterns for creating
the intermediate representation. For instance, figure 4
presents the detected structure patterns of the two ex-
ample questions “Liệt kê tất cả các sinh viên có quê
quán ở Hà Nội?” (“List all students who have home-
town in Hanoi?”) and “Danh sách tất cả các sinh viên
có quê quán ở Hà Nội mà học lớp khoa học máy tính?”
(“List all students having hometown in Hanoi, who
study in computer science course?”). We can describe
them by using annotations returned by pre-processing
and syntactic analysis modules as following:

[QuestionPhrase: Liệt kê tất cả các sinh viênList all

students] [Relation: có quê quán ởhave hometown in]
[NounPhrase: Hà NộiHanoi]

and
[QuestionPhrase: Liệt kê tất cả các sinh viênList all

students] [Relation: có quê quán ởhave hometown in]
[NounPhrase: Hà NộiHanoi] [And: [TokenVn: màand]]
[Relation: họcstudy in] [NounPhrase: lớp khoa học
máy tínhcomputer science course]

The intermediate representation of input question is
created in a hard-wire manner linking every detected
pattern via JAPE grammars to extract corresponding
elements. This hard-wire manner takes a lot of time
and effort to handle new patterns. For example, as can
be seen in figure 4, the hard-wire approach is unable
to reuse the detected structure pattern of the first ques-
tion for identifying the pattern of the second one. As
rules are created in an ad-hoc manner, the hard-wire
one encounters itself common difficulties in managing
the interaction among rules and keeping consistency.
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Consequently, in this module, we solve the men-
tioned difficulties by proposing a knowledge acquisi-
tion approach for semantic analysis of input questions
as detailed in the section 4. This is considered as the
key innovation of our KbQAS system.

3.4. Answer retrieval component

The Answer retrieval component includes two main
modules: Ontology Mapping and Answer Extraction
as shown in figure 1. It takes an intermediate repre-
sentation produced by the question analysis component
and an Ontology as its input to generate an answer. We
employed the Relation similarity service component of
the AquaLog system [25] to develop the Answer re-
trieval component.

Figure 5. Mapping Ontology module for query-tuple with two terms
and one relation.

The task of the Ontology Mapping module is to
map terms and relations in the query-tuple to con-
cepts, instances and relations in the Ontology by us-
ing string names. If an exact match is not possi-
ble, we employ a manually built lexicon of synonyms
and a string distance algorithm as presented in [55]
to find near-matched elements in the Ontology with
the similarity measure above a certain threshold. In
case ambiguity is still present, the KbQAS system
interacts with the users by presenting different op-
tions to get the correct ontology element. For in-

stance, with the question “liệt kê tất cả các sinh
viên học lớp khoa học máy tính ?” (“list all students
studying in computer science course ?”), the ques-
tion analysis component returns query-tuple (Normal,
List, sinh viênstudent, họcstudy , lớp khoa học máy
tínhcomputer science course, ?). As the Ontology Map-
ping cannot find the exact instance corresponding with
“lớp khoa học máy tínhcomputer science course” in the
target ontology, it requires users to select between “lớp
K50 khoa học máy tínhK50 computer science course” -
an instance of class “lớpcourse”, and “bộ môn khoa
học máy tínhcomputer science department” - an instance
of class “bộ môndepartment” in the ontology.

Following the AquaLog, for each query-tuple, the
result of the Mapping Ontology module is an ontology-
tuple where the terms and relations in the query-tuple
are now their corresponding elements in the Ontology.
How the Mapping Ontology module finds correspond-
ing elements in the ontology depends on the question-
structure. For example, when the query-tuple contains
Term1, Term2 and Relation with Term3 missing,
the mapping process follows the diagram shown in fig-
ure 5. It first tries to match Term1 and Term2 with
concepts or instances in the Ontology. After that, the
set of potential relations in the Ontology contains only
relations between the two mapped concepts/instances.
The ontology relation is then identified in a similar
manner as a mapping term to a concept or an instance.

With the ontology-tuple, the Answer Extraction
module finds all individuals of the corresponding On-
tology concept of Term1, having the ontology relation
with the individual corresponding to Term2 . Depend-
ing on the question-structure and question category,
the answer will be returned.

4. Single Classification Ripple Down Rules for
Question Analysis

As mentioned in section 3.3.3, because of the
complexity of the representation and the variety of
question-structure types, manually creating the rules in
an ad-hoc manner is very expensive and error-prone.
For example, many rule-based approaches as indicated
in [25,34,43] manually defined a list of sequence pat-
tern structures to analyze questions. As rules are cre-
ated in an ad-hoc manner, these approaches share com-
mon difficulties in managing the interaction between
rules and keeping consistency among them.
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In this section, we will introduce our knowledge ac-
quisition approach2 to analyze natural language ques-
tions by applying SCRDR methodology [8,45] to ac-
quire rules incrementally. Our contribution focuses on
the semantic analysis module by proposing a JAPE-
like rule language and a systematic processing to cre-
ate rules in a way that interaction among rules is con-
trolled and consistency is maintained.

A SCRDR knowledge base is built to identify the
question-structure and to produce the query-tuples as
the intermediate representation. We will firstly out-
line the SCRDR methodology and propose a rule lan-
guage for extracting this intermediate representation
for a given input question in sections 4.1 and 4.2, re-
spectively. We then illustrate the process of systemat-
ically constructing a SCRDR knowledge base for ana-
lyzing questions in section 4.3.

4.1. Single Classification Ripple Down Rules

This section presents the basic idea of Ripple-Down
Rules [8,45] which inspired our knowledge acquisition
approach for question analysis. Ripple Down Rules
methodology allows one to add rules to a knowledge
base incrementally without the need of a knowledge
engineer. A new rule (i.e. an exception rule) is only
created when the knowledge base performs unsatisfac-
torily on a given case. The rule represents an explana-
tion for why the conclusion should be different from
the knowledge base’s conclusion on the case at hand.

A Single Classification Ripple Down Rules (SCRDR)
[8,45] tree as illustrated in figure 6 is a binary tree with
two distinct types of edges. These edges are typically
called except and false edges (or can be named except
and if-not edges). Associated with each node in a tree
is a rule. A rule has the form: if α then β where α is
called the condition and β the conclusion.

Cases in SCRDR are evaluated by passing a case
to the root of the tree. At any node in the tree, if the
condition of a node N ’s rule is satisfied with the case,
the case is passed to the exception child of node N
using the except link if it exists. Otherwise, the case is
passed on to the node N ’s false child. The conclusion
given by this process is the conclusion from the last
node in the tree which fired (satisfied by the case).

2Vietnamese question analysis demonstration is available on-
line at http://150.65.242.39:8080/KbVnQA/
English question analysis demonstration is available on-line at
http://150.65.242.39:8080/KbEnQA/

Figure 6. A part of our SCRDR tree for processing English ques-
tions.

To ensure that a conclusion is always given, the root
node typically contains a trivial condition which is al-
ways satisfied. This node is called the default node. For
instance, the root node in our SCRDR knowledge base
constructed for analyzing English questions as shown
in figure 6 corresponds with a default rule of “if True
then null”. It means that every case (i.e. question) will
be satisfied by the condition of the default rule at the
root node, however, the rule gives a null conclusion
(i.e. an empty intermediate representation element for
the question). The default rule is the unique rule which
is not an exception rule of any other rule.

Starting with an empty SCRDR knowledge base
consisting of only default node, the process of build-
ing the knowledge base can be performed automati-
cally [37], or manually [42,36]. A new node contain-
ing a new rule (i.e. a new exception rule) is added to an
SCRDR tree when the evaluation process returns the
wrong conclusion. The new node is attached to the last
node in the evaluation path of the given case with the
except link if the last node is the fired one. Otherwise,
it is attached with the false link.

Section 4.3 will demonstrate the construction pro-
cess of the SCRDR tree displayed in figure 6. With the
tree, the rule at node (1) (simply, rule 1) is the excep-
tion rule of the default rule (rule 0). Rule 2 is an excep-
tion rule of rule 1. As node (3) is the false-child node
of node (2), the associated rule 3 is also an exception
rule of rule 1. Furthermore, both rules 4 and 9 are also
exception rules of rule 1. Similarly, rules 40 and 41 are
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exception rules of rule 5 whereas rules 42, 43 and 45
are all exception rules of rule 40. Therefore, the excep-
tion structure of the SCRDR tree extends to 5 levels,
for examples: rules 1 at layer 1; rules 2, 3, 4 and 9 at
layer 2; rules 5, 7, 21 and 22 at layer 3; and rules 40,
41, 46 and 50 at layer-4; and rules 42, 43, 44 and 45 at
the layer 5 of exception structure.

Given the case “who are the partners involved in
AKT project?”, it is satisfied by the default rule at root
node, it then is passed to the node (1) using except
link. As the case satisfies the condition of rule 1, it
is passed to the node (2). Because it does not satisfy
the condition of the rule 2, it will be transferred to the
node (3) using false link. Since the case satisfies con-
ditions of rules 3, 5 and 40 and does not fulfill con-
ditions of rules 42, 43 and 45, we have the evaluation
path (0)-(1)-(2)-(3)-(5)-(40)-(42)-(43)-(45) with fired
node at (40). With the case of “in which projects is en-
rico motta working on”, it satisfies conditions of rules
0, 1 and 2. As node (2) has no except-child node, we
have evaluation path (0)-(1)-(2) and fired node at (2).

4.2. Rule language

A rule is composed of a condition part and a conclu-
sion part. A condition is a regular expression pattern
over annotations using JAPE grammar in GATE [9].
It can also post new annotations over matched phrases
of the pattern’s sub-components. As annotations have
feature value pairs, we can impose constraints on an-
notations in the pattern by requiring that a feature of an
annotation must have a particular value. The following
example shows the posting of an annotation over the
matched phrase:
(
({TokenVn.string == “liệt kêlist”} | {TokenVn.string ==
“chỉ rashow”})
{NounPhrase.type == “Concept”}
) :QP 99K :QP.QuestionPhrase = {category = “List”}

Every complete pattern followed by a label must be
enclosed by round brackets. In the above pattern, the
label is QP. The pattern would catch phrases starting
with a TokenVn annotation covering either the word
“liệt kêlist” or the word “chỉ rashow”, followed by
a concept-typed noun phrase surrounded by a Noun-
Phrase annotation. When applying the pattern on a text
fragment, QuestionPhrase annotations having “cate-
gory” feature with its value of “List” would be posted
over phrases matching the pattern.

Additionally, the condition part of the rule can in-
clude additional constrains. For example, in rule 40 in

figure 6, the addition constrain “RDR1_QP.hasanno
== QuestionPhrase.category == QU-whichClass” is
used to make a prerequisite condition, which requires
a RDR1_QP annotation that must have a Question-
Phrase annotation covering their substring with “QU-
whichClass” as the value of its “category” feature.

The rule’s conclusion contains the question-structure
and the query-tuples corresponding to the intermediate
representation where each element in the query-tuple
is specified by a newly posted annotations from match-
ing the rule’s condition in the following order:

(sub-structure, question-category, Term1, Rela-
tion, Term2, Term3)

All newly posted annotations have the same prefix
RDR and the rule index so that a rule can refer to an-
notations of its parent rules. Examples of rules and
how rules are created and stored in exception structure
will be explained in details in the next sub-section of
knowledge acquisition process.

Given a new input question, a rule’s condition is
considered satisfied if the whole input question is
matched by the condition pattern. The conclusion of
the fired rule outputs the intermediate representa-
tion of the input question. To create rules for captur-
ing structures of questions, we use patterns over an-
notations returned by the previous modules of pre-
processing and syntactic analysis.

4.3. Knowledge Acquisition Process

It is because that the main focus of our approach
is on the process of creating the rule-base system,
therefore, it is language independent3. The language-
specific part is in the rules itself. Consequently, in
this section, we illustrate the process building the
SCRDR knowledge base of rules as presented in fig-
ure 6 for processing English natural language ques-
tions. We utilized JAPE grammars employed in Aqua-
Log [25] for detecting the prepositions, noun phrases,
question phrases, and relation phrases in English ques-
tions. As our Vietnamese question-category defini-
tions is not suitable to adapt to the English domain, we
reused those of the AquaLog system. Figure 7 shows
the graphic user interface of our natural language ques-
tion analyzer.

• The rest of this section describes how the knowl-
edge base building process works. In contrast to the

3The illustration of building a knowledge base of rules for ana-
lyzing Vietnamese questions can be found in our conference publi-
cation [36].
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Figure 7. Question analysis module to create the intermediate representation of question “who are the researchers in semantic web research
area?”

.

example in section 3.3.3 with respect to figure 4, we
start with demonstrations of reusing detected question-
structure patterns.

When we encountered the question: “who are the
researchers in semantic web research area ?”

[QuestionPhrase: who] [Relation: are the researchers
in] [NounPhrase: semantic web research area]

Supposed we start with an empty knowledge base,
the fired rule is the default rule R0 that gives an empty
conclusion - an incorrect intermediate representation.
This can be corrected by adding the following rule as
an exception rule of the rule R0 to the knowledge base:

Rule: R1
(
({QuestionPhrase}):QP
({Relation}):Rel
({NounPhrase}):NP
) :left 99K :left.RDR1_ = {category1 = “Unkn-

Term”}
, :QP.RDR1_QP = {}
, :Rel.RDR1_Rel = {}
, :NP.RDR1_NP = {}

Conclusion: question-structure UnknTerm and tuple
(RDR1_.category1, RDR1_QP.QuestionPhrase.category, ?,
RDR1_Rel, RDR1_NP, ?).

If the condition of rule R1 matches whole input
question, a new annotation RDR1_ will be created to
entirely cover the input question and new annotations
RDR1_QP, RDR1_Rel and RDR1_NP will also be
generated for covering sub-phrases of the input ques-
tion. Once rule R1 is fired, the matched input ques-
tion is deemed to have a query-tuple with sub-structure
taking the value of the “category1” feature of RDR1_
annotation, question-category taking the value of the
“category” feature of QuestionPhrase annotation sur-
rounding the same span as RDR1_QP annotation. In
addition, the query-tuple’s Relation is the string cov-
ered by RDR1_Rel, Term2 is the string surrounded by
RDR1_NP while Term1 and Term3 are missing. The
example of firing at rule R1 is displayed in figure 7.

Assumed that, in addition to the default rule R0 and
rule R1, the current knowledge base contains rule R2
as an exception rule of the rule R1. In the SCRDR tree
structure, the associated node (2) is the except-child
node of the node (1) as displayed in the figure 6. When
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we encountered the question: “which universities are
Knowledge Media Institute collaborating with ?”

[RDR1_: [RDR1_QP: which universities] [RDR1_Rel:
are] [RDR1_NP: Knowledge Media Institute]] [Rela-
tion: collaborating with]

We have evaluation path of (0)-(1)-(2) with the fired
rule R1. However, rule R1 produces an incorrect con-
clusion of question-structure UnknRel and query-tuple
(UnknTerm, QU-whichClass, ?, ?, Knowledge Media
Institute, ?) as the RDR1_ annotation only covers a part
of the question and “are” is not considered as a rela-
tion. The following rule R3 would be appended as an
exception rule of the fired rule R1 to knowledge base:

Rule: R3
(
{RDR1_} ({Relation}):Rel
) :left 99K :left.RDR3_ = {category1 = “Normal”}
, :Rel.RDR3_Rel = {}
Conclusion: question-structure Normal and query-

tuple (RDR3_.category1, RDR1_QP.QuestionPhrase.category,
RDR1_QP, RDR3_Rel, RDR1_NP, ?).

In the SCRDR tree structure, the corresponding
node (3) is added as the false-child node of the node
(2) which is the last node in the evaluation path. Re-
garding to the input question “which universities are
Knowledge Media Institute collaborating with ?”, we
have a new evaluation path of (0)-(1)-(2)-(3) with fired
rule R3. Using rule R3, the correct output of the input
question is question-structure Normal and query-tuple
(Normal, QU-whichClass, universities, collaborating,
Knowledge Media Institute, ?).

Similarly, another input question made an attach-
ment of the rule R4 which is an exception rule of the
rule R1. In the SCRDR tree structure, the associated
node (4) is linked to node (3) by false edge.

With the question: “who are the partners involved
in AKT project?”

[RDR3_: [RDR1_QP: who] [RDR1_Rel: are] [RDR1_NP:
the partners] [RDR3_Rel: involved in]] [NounPhrase: AKT
project]

We have evaluation path of (0)-(1)-(2)-(3) and rule
R3 is the fired rule. But rule R3 returns a wrong con-
clusion. The following rule R5 is added to correct the
conclusion as an exception rule of the rule R3 :

Rule: R5
(
{RDR3_} ({NounPhrase}):NP
) :left 99K :left.RDR5_ = {category1 = “Normal”}
, :NP.RDR5_NP = {}

Conclusion: question-structure Normal and tuple
(RDR5_.category1, RDR1_QP.QuestionPhrase.category,
RDR1_NP, RDR3_Rel, RDR5_NP, ?).

As the node (3) is the last node in the evaluation
path, the corresponding node (5) is attached as the
except-child node of the node (3) as displayed in figure
6. Using the rule R5, we have the correct conclusion
consisting of question-structure Normal and query-
tuple (Normal, QU-who-what, partners, involved, AKT
project, ?).

• The processes of adding above rules illustrate the
ability of quickly handling new question-structure pat-
terns of our knowledge acquisition approach against
the hard-wire manners [25,34]. The following exam-
ples demonstrate the ability of our method in solving
question-structure ambiguities.

With the question: “which researchers wrote publi-
cations related to semantic portals ?”

[RDR5_: [RDR1_QP: which researchers] [RDR1_Rel:
wrote] [RDR1_NP: publications] [RDR3_Rel: related
to] [RDR5_NP: semantic portals]]

it will be fired at node (5) which is the last node in
the evaluation path of (0)-(1)-(2)-(3)-(5). But rule R5
gives the wrong conclusion of question-structure Nor-
mal and query-tuple (Normal, QU-whichClass, publi-
cations, related to, semantic portals, ?). We add node
(40) containing the following exception rule R40 as the
except-child node of the node (5) to correct the con-
clusion returned by the rule R5 in using constrains via
rule condition:

Rule: R40
(
{RDR5_}
) :left 99K :left.RDR40_ = {category1 =“Normal”,

category2 = “Normal”}
Condition:

RDR1_QP.hasanno == QuestionPhrase.category ==
QU-whichClass

Conclusion: question-structure Clause4 and two
query-tuples:
(RDR40_.category1, RDR1_QP.QuestionPhrase.category,
RDR1_QP, RDR1_Rel, ?, ?) and
(RDR40_.category2, RDR1_QP.QuestionPhrase.category,
RDR1_NP, RDR3_Rel, RDR5_NP, ?).

4Clause question-structure is defined as consisting of two
query-tuples that returned results of sub-question represented by sec-
ond query-tuple indicate missing element of Term2 in the first query-
tuple. The readers can find more details in our question-structure
definitions in the appendix A.
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The additional condition of rule R40 matches a
RDR1_QP annotation that has a QuestionPhrase an-
notation covering their substring with QU-whichClass
as the value of its “category” feature. The extra an-
notation constraint of hasAnno requires that the text
covered by the annotation must contain the speci-
fied annotation. Additionally, the values of features
“category1” and “category2” of RDR40_ annotation
are assigned to the corresponding query-tuples’ sub-
structure. Rule R40 generates the correct output of
question-structure Clause and query-tuples (Normal,
QU-whichClass, researchers, wrote, ?, ?) and (Nor-
mal, QU-whichClass, publications, related to, seman-
tic portals, ?).

When it came to another question:
“which projects sponsored by eprsc are related to

semantic web ?”
[RDR40_: [RDR1_QP: [QuestionPhrasecategory

=QU−whichClass: which projects]] [RDR1_Rel: spon-
sored by] [RDR1_NP: eprsc] [RDR3_Rel: are related
to] [RDR5_NP: semantic web]]

The current knowledge base generates an evaluation
path of (0)-(1)-(2)-(3)-(5)-(40)-(42)-(43) with the fired
rule R40. However, rule R40 returns a wrong con-
clusion with question-structure Clause and two query-
tuples (Normal, QU-whichClass, projects, sponsored,
?, ?) and (Normal, QU-whichClass, eprsc, related to,
semantic web, ?) since Term1 cannot be assigned to
the instance “eprsc”. The following rule R45 which is
an exception rule the rule R40 is added to correct the
conclusion given by the rule R40:

Rule: R45
(
{RDR40_}
) :left 99K :left.RDR45_ = {category1 =“Normal”,

category2 = “Normal”}
Condition: RDR1_Rel.hasanno == Token.category

== VBN5

Conclusion: question-structure And and two query-
tuples of
(RDR45_.category1, RDR1_QP.QuestionPhrase.category,
RDR1_QP, RDR1_Rel, RDR1_NP, ?) and
(RDR45_.category2, RDR1_QP.QuestionPhrase.category,
RDR1_QP, RDR3_Rel, RDR5_NP, ?).

Rule R45 enables to return a correct intermediate
representation for the question with question-structure
And and query-tuples (Normal, QU-whichClass, projects,

5Token annotations are generated as outputs of the English tok-
enizer, sentence splitter and POS tagger in GATE framework [9].

sponsored, eprsc, ?) and (Normal, QU-whichClass,
projects, related to, semantic web, ?). In the SCRDR
tree structure, the associated node (45) is appended as
the false-child node of the node (43).

5. Experiments

We separately evaluate the question analysis and an-
swer retrieval components in section 5.1 and section
5.2, respectively. The reason is that the method em-
ployed in the question analysis component is domain-
and-language independent while the answer retrieval
component is to extract the answers from a domain-
specific ontology.

5.1. Experiments on analyzing questions

This section is to indicate the ability of using our
question analysis approach for quickly building a new
knowledge base, and then for easily adapting to a new
domain and a new language. We evaluate both our
approaches of hard-wire manner (section 3.3.3) and
knowledge acquisition (section 4) on Vietnamese ques-
tion analysis, and later present the experiment in build-
ing a SCRDR knowledge base for processing English
questions using the same intermediate representation.

5.1.1. Question Analysis for Vietnamese
Based on a training set of 400 various-structure

questions generated by four volunteer students, we
build a knowledge base of 92 rules. We evaluate the
quality of the knowledge base on an unseen list of 88
questions related to the VNU University of Engineer-
ing and Technology. Table 2 details the number of ex-
ception rules in each layer where every rule in layer n
is an exception rule of a rule in layer n − 1. The only
rule which is not an exception rule of any rule is the
default rule in layer 0. This indicates that the exception
structure is indeed present and even extends to level 4.

Table 2
Number of exception rules in layers in our SCRDR KB

Layer Number of rules

1 26
2 41
3 20
4 4

In our experiment, we evaluate both our approaches
to analyzing questions including the first one of hard-
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wire manner as mentioned in the section 3.3.3 and the
second of knowledge acquisition for building SCRDR
knowledge base, using the same training set of 400
questions and test set of 88 questions. Our second
method took one expert about 13 hours to build a KB.
However, most of the time was spent in looking at
questions to determine if they belong to the structure
of interest and which phrases in the sentence need to
be extracted for the intermediate representation. The
actual time required to create 92 rules by one expert is
only about 5 hours in total. In contrast, implementing
question analysis component corresponding to our first
method took about 75 hours for creating rules in an ad-
hoc manner. Anecdotal account indicates that the cog-
nitive load in creating rules in the second approach is
much less compared to that in the first one as in our
case, we do not have to consider other rules when craft-
ing a new rule.

Table 3
Number of correctly analyzed questions

Type #questions

Our first approach driving hard-wire manner 70 (79.5%)
Our second approach of knowledge acquisition 74 (84.1%)

Table 3 shows the number of correctly analyzed
questions of our approaches. By using knowledge base
for resolving some ambiguous cases, the second ap-
proach accounting for 74 of 88 questions to obtain the
accuracy of 84.1% performs better than the first one.
Table 4 provides the sources of errors for the remain-
ing questions that our second approach incorrectly pro-
cesses. It points out that most errors come from un-
expected structures. This could be easily rectified by
adding more exception rules to the current knowledge
base, especially when we have a bigger training set that
contain a larger variety of question-structure types.

Table 4
Number of incorrectly analyzed questions

Reason #questions

Unknown structures of questions 12
Word segmentation was not trained for
question-domain

2

For instance of failure by word segmentation with-
out training over questions domain, given the question
"Vũ Tiến Thành có quê và có mã sinh viên là gì?"
("what is the hometown and student code of Vu Tien
Thanh?"), the output of existing linguistic processing
modules for Vietnamese [41] wrapped as GATE plug-

ins [9], that we used, assigns the word “quêhometown”
as an adjective instead of a noun. Thus, “quêhometown”
is not covered by NounPhrase annotation leading the
unknown structure pattern of the question.

Table 5
Number of rules corresponding to each question-structure type
(QST) in the knowledge bases for Vietnamese (#V) and English
(#E), and the number of Vietnamese testing questions (#TQ) and the
number of Vietnamese correctly answered questions (#CA) associ-
ating to each rule.

QST #V #CA #TQ #E

Definition 2 1 2/2 3
UnknRel 4 4 4/7 4
UnknTerm 7 6 7/7 3
Normal 7 7 7/7 8
Affirm 10 5 5/5 4
Compare 5 0 2/4 0
ThreeTerm 9 7 7/10 5
Affirm_3Term 5 4 4/4 3
And 9 7 8/8 14
Or 23 18 21/24 1
Affirm_MoreTuples 3 1 2/3 0
Clause 6 0 4/5 13
Combine 1 1 1/2 0

Total: 91 61 74/88 58

Regarding to question-structure-based evaluation,
table 5 presents the number of rules built in the Viet-
namese knowledge base in corresponding for each type
of question-structure and the number of correspond-
ing testing questions associated with each rule. For ex-
ample, in the second row and fourth column of table
5, with 7 testing questions tending to have question-
structure UnknRel, there are 4 testing questions cor-
rectly analyzed, and remaining 3 testing questions in-
correctly processed.

5.1.2. Question Analysis for English
For the experiment in English, we take 170 English

question examples of AquaLog6 [25], which Aqualog
is able to correctly analyze. Those questions are speci-
fied to the Knowledge Media Institute and its research
area on semantic web. Using our knowledge acquisi-
tion approach, we built a knowledge base of 59 rules
including the default one. It took 7 hours to build the
knowledge base, which includes 3 hours of actual time
to create all rules. Table 6 shows the number of rules
in English knowledge base layers while the number of

6http://technologies.kmi.open.ac.uk/aqualog/examples.html
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rules corresponding with each question-structure type
is presented table 5.

Table 6
Number of exception rules in layers in our English SCRDR KB

Layer Number of rules

1 9
2 13
3 20
4 11
5 5

In order to demonstrate that our approach could be
applied to an open domain, we use the built English
knowledge base to process a test set of 500 questions7

from the TREC-10 Question Answering Track [57].

Table 7
Number of questions corresponding with each question-structure
type

Question-structure type #questions

Definition 130
UnknTerm 66
UnknRel 4
Normal 20
ThreeTerm 15
And 6

Table 7 presents the number of correctly analyzed
questions corresponding with each question-structure
type. Table 8 gives the sources of errors for 259 incor-
rect cases. This could be corrected by adding more ex-
ception rules to the current English knowledge base in
the use of a larger training data set such as the corpus
of 5500 open domain questions8 [22].

Table 8
Error results

Reason #questions

Have special characters (such as / –
“ ” ’s) and abbreviations

64

Not have compatible patterns 185
Semantic error in elements of the
intermediate representation

10

As the intermediate representation of our system is
different to AquaLog, it is impossible to directly com-
pare our approach with Aqualog on the English do-

7http://cogcomp.cs.illinois.edu/Data/QA/QC/TREC_10.label
8http://cogcomp.cs.illinois.edu/Data/QA/QC/train_5500.label

main. However, the experiments are indicative of the
ability in using our approach to quickly build a new
knowledge base for a new domain and a new language.

5.2. Experiment on answering Vietnamese questions

To evaluate our KbQAS system by specifying in the
Answer retrieval component, the ontology modeling
the organizational structure of the VNU University of
Engineering and Technology as mentioned in the sec-
tion 3.2 is used as target domain. This ontology was
manually constructed by using the Protégé platform
[16]. From the list of 88 questions as mentioned in sec-
tion 5.1.1, we employed 74 questions for which our
question analysis component correctly processed.

Table 9
Questions successfully answered

Type # questions

No interaction with users 30
With interactions with users 31

Overall 61 (82.4%)

The performance result is shown in table 9. The an-
swer retrieval component gives correct answers to 61
questions (over 74 questions) to obtain a promising ac-
curacy of 82.4%. Out of those, 30 questions can be
answered automatically without interaction with the
user. The number of correctly answered questions cor-
responding with each question-structure type can be
found in the third column of table 5.

Table 10
Questions with unsuccessful answers

Type # questions

Ontology mapping errors 6
Answer extraction errors 7

Table 10 gives the limitations that would have to
be handled in future KbQAS versions. The errors
occurred by the Ontology mapping module are be-
cause of the ontology construction of lacking domain-
specific conceptual coverage and the few relationships
between concept pairs. This leads to that specific terms
or relations in the intermediate representation cannot
be mapped or incorrectly mapped to corresponding el-
ements in the target ontology to produce the Ontology-
tuple. Furthermore, KbQAS fails to extract the answers
to 7 other questions due to: (i) Dealing with ques-
tions belonging to structures of “Compare” involves
specific services. For example, handling the question
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“sinh viên nào có điểm trung bình cao nhất khoa công
nghệ thông tin?” (which student has the highest grade
point average in faculty of Information Technology?)
requires a comparison mechanism for ranking students
according to their GPA. (ii) In terms of “Clause” ques-
tions and one “Affirm_MoreTuples” question, combin-
ing sub-questions triggers complex inference tasks and
bugs which cannot be resolved in this version.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we described the ontology-based Viet-
namese question answering system KbQAS. It con-
sists of two components of the Natural language ques-
tion analysis engine and the Answer retrieval. The two
components are connected by an intermediate repre-
sentation element capturing the semantic structure of
the input question, facilitating the processing of match-
ing with the target ontology to find the answer. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first ontology-based
question answering system for Vietnamese.

Additionally, we proposed our knowledge acquisi-
tion approach to systematically acquiring rules for con-
verting a natural language question into an intermedi-
ate representation. Given a complex intermediate rep-
resentation of a question, our approach allows system-
atic control of interactions between rules and keeping
consistency among them. We believe our knowledge
acquisition approach for question analysis is impor-
tant especially for under-resourced languages where
annotated data is not available. Our approach could be
combined nicely with the process of annotating corpus
where on top of assigning a label or a representation to
a question, the experts just have to add one more rule
to justify their decision using our system. Incremen-
tally, an annotated corpus and a rule-based system can
be obtained simultaneously. The structured data used
in the question analysis evaluation falls into the cate-
gory of querying database or ontology but the problem
of question analysis we tackle go beyond that, as it is
a process that happens before the querying process. It
can be applied to question answering in open domain
against text corpora as long as the technique requires
an analysis to turn the input question to an explicit rep-
resentation of some sort.

Experimental results of our KbQAS system with a
wide range of questions are promising. Specifically,
the answer retrieval module achieves an accuracy of
82.4%. Moreover, the experiments - on analyzing nat-
ural language questions with an accuracy of 84.1% for

the Vietnamese corpus and time of 7 hours to build the
English knowledge base - show that our knowledge ac-
quisition approach for question analysis enables ones
to easily build a new system or adapt an existing system
to a new domain or a new language. In the future, we
will extend our system to employ a near match mecha-
nism to improve the generalization capability of exist-
ing rules in the knowledge base and to assist the rule
creation process.

Appendix

A. Definitions of question-structures

We define question-structures: Normal, UnknTerm,
UnknRel, Definition, Compare, ThreeTerm, Clause,
Combine, And, Or, Affirm, Affirm_MoreTuples, Af-
firm_3Term as below. In each query-tuple, in general,
Term1 represents a concept, excluding cases of Affirm,
Affirm_3Term and Affirm_MoreTuples.

• A question will have question-structure Normal
if it has only one query-tuple, and the query-tuple’s
Term3 is missing.
• A question will have question-structure UnknTerm

if it has only one query-tuple, and the query-tuple lacks
Term1 and Term3.
• A question will have question-structure UnknRel

if it has only one query-tuple in the lack of Rela-
tion and Term3. For instance, the question “List all
the publications in knowledge media institute” has
question-structure UnknRel and query-tuple (UnknRel,
QU-listClass, publications, ?, knowledge media insti-
tute, ?).

• A question will have question-structure Definition
if it has only one query-tuple lacking all of Term1,
Relation and Term3. For instance, the question “what
are research areas?” has a query-tuple (Definition, QU-
who-what, ?, ?, research areas, ?).
• If a question belongs to one of three question-

structure types Normal, UnknRel and UnknTerm and
appears in question category YesNo, the question will
have question-structure Affirm. For example, the ques-
tion “Is Tran Binh Giang a Phd student?” has question-
structure Affirm and query-tuple (Affirm, YesNo, Phd
student, ?, Tran Binh Giang, ?)

• A question will have question-structure ThreeTerm
if it has only one query-tuple, and it allows to miss
either Term1 or Relation. For instance, the question
“Who is the director of the compendium project in
Knowledge Media?” has question-structure ThreeTerm
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and query-tuple (ThreeTerm, QU-who-what, ?, direc-
tor, compendium project, Knowledge Media).

• If a question has question-structure ThreeTerm
and also belongs to YesNo category, it will have
question-structure Affirm_3Term. Given the question
“số lượng sinh viên học lớp K50 khoa học máy
tính là 45 phải không?” (“45 is the number of stu-
dents studying in K50 computer science course, is
not it?”), it has query-tuple (Affirm_3Term, Many-
Class, sinh viênstudent, họcstudy , lớp K50 khoa học
máy tínhK50computersciencecourse, 45). Another exam-
ple for this type of question-structure is illustrated in
figure 2.
• A question will have question-structure Com-

pare if it belongs to one of three question-structure
types Normal, UnknRel and UnknTerm, and contains a
comparing-phrase which is detected by preprocessing
module; the query-tuple’s Term3 in this case is used to
hold this comparison information.

For example, the question “sinh viên nào có điểm
trung bình cao nhất khoa công nghệ thông tin?”
(“which student has the highest grade point average
in faculty of Information Technology?”) has query-
structure of Compare and query-tuple (Normal, Entity,
sinh viênstudent, điểm trung bìnhgrade point average,
khoa công nghệ thông tinfaculty of Information Technology ,
cao nhấthighest).
• If a question contains either token “màand”/“vàand”

or “hoặcor”, it will have two or more query-tuples cor-
responding with And or Or question-structure respec-
tively. For instance, the question “which projects are
about ontologies and the semantic web?” has question-
structure And and two query-tuples (UnknRel, QU-
whichClass, projects, ?, ontologies, ?) and (UnknRel,
QU-whichClass, projects, ?, semantic web, ?);

The question “which publications are in knowledge
media institute related to compendium?” has question-
structure And and two query-tuples (UnknRel, QU-
whichClass, publications, ?, knowledge media insti-
tute, ?) and (Normal, QU-whichClass, publications,
related to, compendium, ?);

The question “who is interested in ontologies or in
the semantic web?” has question-structure Or and two
query-tuples (UnknTerm, QU-who-what, ?, interested,
ontologies, ?) and (UnknTerm, QU-who-what, ?, inter-
ested, semantic web, ?).

However, with some question as “Phạm Đức Đăng
học trường đại học nào và được hướng dẫn bởi ai?”
(“Which university does Pham Duc Dang study in
and who tutors him?”), it contains “vàand”, but it
has question-structure Or and two query-tuples (Nor-

mal, Entity, trường đại họcuniversity, họcstudy , Phạm
Đức ĐăngPham Duc Dang, ?) and (UnknTerm, Who, ?,
hướng dẫntutor, Phạm Đức ĐăngPham Duc Dang, ?).

• If a question appearing in question category YesNo
belongs to question-structure types And or Or, it will
have question-structure Affirm_MoreTuples. For exam-
ple, the question “tồn tại sinh viên có quê ở Hà Tây
và học khoa toán phải không ?” (is there some student
having hometown in Hatay and studying in faculty of
Mathematics?) has two query-tuples (Normal, YesNo,
sinh viênstudent, có quêhave hometown, Hà TâyHatay ,
?) and (Normal, YesNo, sinh viênstudent, họcstudy ,
khoa Toánfaculty of Mathematics, ?).
• If a question associates with two query-tuples and

returned results of one query-tuple is considered as
miss-element in the remaining query-tuple, it will have
question-structure Clause.

For example, the question “how many projects are
headed by researchers in the open university?” has
question-structure Clause and query-tuples (Normal,
QU-howmany, projects, headed, ?, ?) and (UnknRel,
QU-howmany, researchers, ?, open university, ?).

Specially, in case of the question contains comparing-
phrase like “số lượng sinh viên học lớp K50 khoa học
máy tính lớn hơn 45 phải không ?”9 (the number of
students studying in K50 computer science course is
higher than 45, is not it?) will have question-structure
Clause and two query-tuples (Compare, YesNo, 45,
?, ?, lớn hơnhigher than) and (Normal, ManyClass,
sinh viênstudent, họcstudy , lớp K50 khoa học máy
tínhK50 computer science course, ?).

• If a composite question is constructed from
two or more independent sub-questions, it will have
question-structure Combine. For example, the ques-
tion “Ai có quê quán ở Hà Tây và ai học khoa
công nghệ thông tin?” (who has hometown in Hatay,
and who study in faculty of Information Technol-
ogy?) has two query-tuples (UnknTerm, Who, ?, có
quê quánhas hometown, Hà TâyHatay , ?) and (Un-
knTerm, Who, ?, họcstudy , khoa công nghệ thông
tinfaculty ofInformation Technology , ?).

B. Definitions of Vietnamese question-categories

In our system, question is classified into one of the
following classes of HowWhy, YesNo, What, When,
Where, Who, Many, ManyClass, List, and Entity. To
identify question categories, we specify a number of

9This is the case of our system failing to correctly analyze due
to an unknown structure pattern.
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JAPE grammars using NounPhrase annotations and
the question-word information identified by the pre-
processing module. Obviously using this method in
question-phrases detection phase will result in ambi-
guity when a question belongs to multiple categories.
• A HowWhy-type question refers causes or methods

by containing the word re-annotated by single TokenVn
annotation such as “tại saowhy”, or “vì saowhy”, or
“thế nàohow”, or “là như thế nàohow”. In English, it
is similar to Why-question or How is/are question.
• A YesNo-type question requires true or false an-

swer by holding the word re-covered by single To-
kenVn annotations such as “có đúng làis that”, or “có
phải làis this”, or “phải khôngare there”, or “đúng
khôngare those”.
• A What-classified question refers to something in

consisting of the word “cái gìwhat”, or “là gìwhat”, or
“là những cái gìwhat”. In English, this question type
is What is/are-question-like.
• A When-type question contains the word rela-

belled by single TokenVn annotation such as “khi
nàowhen”, or “vào thời gian nàowhich time”, or “lúc
nàowhen”, or “ngày nàowhich date”.
• A Where-classified question requires answers

about location in containing words such as “ở nơi
nàowhere”, or “là ở nơi đâuwhere”, or “ở chỗ nàowhere”.
• A question will be categorized to Who class, if it

contains the word indicating answer referring to a per-
son such as “là những aiwho”, or “là người nàowho”,
or “những aiwho”.

• A question expecting the answer about number
will belong to Many class (in English, these questions
are How much/many is/are-questions). This question
type holds the word like “bao nhiêuhow much|many”,
or “là bao nhiêuhow much|many”, or “số lượnghow many”.

• A question will appear in ManyClass class, if it
contains the word like “bao nhiêuHowmany”, or “số
lượngNumberof” . . . followed by a noun phrase (in En-
glish, this type is the same kind of How many Noun-
Phrase-question).
• A question will appertain in Entity category if it

holds a noun phrase followed by the word “nàowhich”
or “gìwhat” (in English, this kind of question belongs
to set of which/what Noun Phrase questions such as:
which students, what class,...).
• A question will categorized to List class if it

contains the word referring commands such as: “cho
biếtgive”, “chỉ rashow”, “kể ratell”, “tìmfind”, “liệt
kêlist” . . . followed by a noun phrase.
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